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1. Where did you go to School? When did you graduate?  

I attended Sutherland Chan School of Massage Therapy in Toronto, Ontario. I graduated 

in summer of 2013. 

2. What type of practice do you have/what type of clinic do you work in?  

I work at a Multidisciplinary Health Clinic in Victoria, alongside Physiotherapists, Sports 

Doctors, a Naturopathic Doctor and a Coach who performs Athletic testing. The practice 

has an athletic focus and a few of our practitioners have experience performing as elite-

level athletes in various sports such as: Rowing, Triathlon and Competitive Swimming. 

Our patients are from all walks of life, and we take great pride in helping patients regain 

function, and recover from injury. 

3. What do you love about your profession/What inspires you? Regular RMT treatments 

benefited me through my athletic career as a competitive swimmer. Beyond athletics, 

receiving regular treatment has helped me gain body awareness and it has been a great 

way for me to prioritize self care. As a Massage Therapist, I love that we get to spend 

time with our patients and I enjoy creating space to assist in optimal healing. I am 

inspired by people who value their health; it makes me happy knowing that I am an 

integral part of my patients’ healing process. 

4. What do you like to do when you are not at work?  

I love to dance! I joined a local dance community 5 years ago and it has been amazing. 

We perform every year at the Royal Theatre and it is so much fun to create something 

with an amazing group of dancers where our primary focus is to have fun and support 

each other. I also love to hike, practice yoga, craft, read and experience new things 

locally and globally, through travel.  

5. Why do you like to teach or work with the students at WCCMT. 

Teaching has been a career path that I have found myself revisiting throughout my 

professional life. I have experience as a competitive Swim Coach in Ontario and BC, and 

I have worked with various communities as a Recreational Therapist in Northern 

California. I have also been very lucky to have had many positive mentors in my life. My 

goal at WCCMT is to strive to be a positive influence for students here, to meet them 

where they are and to assist and support them in their learning process. 

 

 

 

 

 


